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Running Events / Finish Line area 
(All the following jobs take place on the infield near the finish line / recording areas). 

2019 CYO Track & Field Meet 
Volunteer Position Descriptions 

Unless you are serving in a key volunteer role, it is mandatory that all families participate in volunteering at a 
minimum of four shifts. There are six track meets scheduled during the regular track season. Volunteers 
required for the Sectional and Diocese Championships are assigned at a later date and is in addition to the 
expectation of the regular season. 

 

 

Main Clerk of the Course: 

The Clerk of the Course has the overall responsibility for all track events to include informing the announcer 
to make the 1st, 2nd, and final calls for races, ensuring that all competitors are properly signed in and assigned 
heats for their race by the clerks, ensuring that relays are properly assigned to lanes, and each runner 
position (leg) is released to shepherds. Ensures that all runners are delivered to the starting line by the 
Shepherds. 

 

Clerks: 

The Clerks are responsible for ensuring that all runners are properly signed in on the appropriate race sheets 
to include grade, heat, runner’s name, Parish, and athlete number. Unless directed otherwise by the Clerk of 
the Course, up to 8 runners will be assigned to each heat. If there are more than 8 runners for each grade, the 
heats should be evenly divided. As possible, runners from the same Parish should be placed in different 
heats. Runners not reporting in by the time of the running of the 1st heat of each race (girls or boys) will not 
be permitted to run. 

 
❖ Relays: The Clerks should also collect a card that lists each of the 4 runners on the team from the 

anchor leg (the last runner). 
❖ One Clerk should be assigned to each grade (2nd to 6th), and one Clerk for grades 7th / 8th. 

 

Shepherd: 

Shepherds are responsible for escorting each heat of runners from the sign-in location to the starting line 
upon release by the Clerk (the clerk will confirm the heats and lane assignments upon release). The 
Shepherd should remain with the runners near the Starting Line until they are released to the Starter. 

 
During relays – the shepherds assist the head clerk in gathering relay teams into lanes. They write lane 
assignments on the athletes’ hands with washable marker. They may be responsible to take one leg (runner 
position) to their appropriate start line. Athletes will be released to the starter (leg #1), or to the appropriate 
relay judge. 

 
Crowd control during all events: Keeps athletes and onlookers away from the edge of the track and behind 
the sideline is a good rule. 
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Relay Judges / Clean-Up (May also include Floater for 50 / 100 meters) 

Check in 30 minutes prior to relay event:(During mile run for the 4 X 100 relay; during the 200 meters for 
the Sprint Medley / 4 X 400 relay). Relay Judges are assigned a specific zone location on the track. 

 

• Relay Judges are responsible for a “passing” zone. They are responsible for explaining the proper 
zone for passing the baton to the group of runners for each leg and for monitoring that each baton 
is passed from runner to runner with in the allotted zone. 

• Should a violation occur (the runners do not pass the baton within the zone or run out of their 
lanes), the Relay Judge should immediately advise the Finish Line Coordinator using the flags 
provided. Use the flag to indicate to the starter the kids are ready and in their proper lanes. (white = 
ready / no violation; red = not ready / violation during race). 

• When assigned to the shift of relay judge / Clean-up…. Volunteers are to assist with clean-up around 
the field and bleachers throughout the day. Clean-up duty also involves helping take down tents, 
gather equipment, and assist with loading equipment. 

• During the time in between relay events, this shift should serve as a floater to assist wherever 
there is a need 

 

Finish Line Coordinator: 

The Finish Line Coordinator will work closely with the Starter and timers to assure all athletes are set in 
their lanes and remain in their lanes (if applicable) following their race. 

 

• The Finish Line Coordinator will authorize clearance for the race to begin and keeps the finish line 
area clear. They assist finish line judges with placing of the athletes. 

• For long relays (Medley, 4 X 400) – They help organize each leg of the race by 
coordinating athletes’ exits after baton passes. 

• For all races no ending in lanes (800 meters, 1600 meters, Long Relays) – they pass out placement 
sticks to finishers (with a helper as needed). 

 

Starter: 

The Starter positions runners for the start of each race and instructs athletes with any race details (i.e., 
confirming the event, staying in your lane, directing the start commands, etc.) The starter confirms that the 
head timer and finish line judges are ready and will shoot off the starting gun to start the race. In the event of 
a false start, the runners are recalled. 

 

Head Timer: 

The head timer is responsible for all timers and the timing system. 

 

• The head timer makes sure the timing system is set and insures the clock is ready for the next race. 
Reset on false starts. They coordinate the start of the race with the starter. 

• Responsible for instructing timers and finish line judges 

• Records time for non-lane races (800 meters, 1600 meters, longer distance relays). 

• For relays, checks status of corner (zone) / flags and controls main flag for starter. 

• Upon completion of the race, hands the recorder the race result tape. 
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Timers / Finish Line Judges: 

Timers & Finish Line Judges take strict instruction from the “Head Timer.” 

 

• Timers will be assigned a specific lane and are responsible for accuracy of race time for that lane. 
Timer #1 starts the timer clock. 

• Finish Line Judges will be assigned to a specific place for each race, and will have a stick that 

corresponds to that place (i.e., 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc.) 
 

Recorders / Results Recorder 

The Recorders are located close to the finish line at a table. The Recorders gather and organize the clerk 
sheets (and relay cards if applicable) from the shepherds for upcoming heats. 

 

• Following a race, they are responsible to document the race results, placing, and times on the Clerk 
sign-in race sheet for each race as it is completed. 

• The athletes will report their placing upon completion of their race to the recorder table. 

• They are responsible to staple all heat-related papers together: results sheet, timer tape, relay 
cards. 

• They hand off the final sheets to the Data Auditor 

 

Results Verifier / Proofreader: 

The final data auditor / proofreader will receive event-result sheets from the recorder, or from the Field Event 
Coordinator. 

 

• Double check sheets against time tape (for running events) to make sure the results make sense with 
the designated event. 

• Place completed and checked sheets in a meet binder / accordion file according to order of events. 

• Ensures that every event has at least one sheet in the results. If an event is not held or a heat has no 
participates, a sheet will still need to be turned in. Indicate across the sheet “No Runners” or “No 
participates” 

• All sheets must be correctly labeled with date, location, event, grade, and number of heats. (#1 
heat of #2 heats, #2 heats of #2 heats, etc.) 

 

Gate Marshall: 

The Gate Marshall will serve as a monitor guard to assure athletes and volunteers do not cross the track 
during a race. Entrance on to the track should take place in one area and varies dependent on the meet 
venue. Gently-yet-firmly remind athletes on the field side of the track to not cross until the gate is open. 
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Field Events 
Field events jobs take place at the event location: 

High Jump area, Long Jump area, Softball (infield); Shot Put (outside of track area). 

 

Long Jump: (Girls & Boys): 

All grades are eligible to compete in long jump. Typically, there will be two long jump pits; one for boys and 
one for girls. Four volunteers are assigned to each pit; a head judge plus 3 assistants to include recording the 
results, raking the sand pit, and measuring the jump. All athletes are allowed 3 practice jumps plus 3 “real” 
jumps to count on record. Head judge assures documentation is clear, complete, and accurate prior to 
turning in the grade results. 

 

High Jump: (Boys & Girls): 

Only 5th to 8th grade boys and girls are allowed to participate in high jump. Four volunteers are assigned; a 
head judge plus 3 assistants to include recording the results, and 2 bar resetters. Each jumper gets 3 practice 
jumps at opening height only. Running through is allowed. Try to get whole grades to jump together, and 
athletes may pass at any height. Bar goes up 2 inches until four or fewer athletes remain, then 1 inch. Girls 
(all grades) will jump first, then boys. 

 

Softball Throw: 

All grades are eligible to compete in softball throw. There will be one lane for boys and one for girls. Require 
4 officials for each lane: Recorder, measure, spotter, shagger. All athletes are allowed 3 practice throws and 3 
“real” throws to count on record. Usually completed in one shift (morning). 

 

Shot Put: 

Only 5th to 8th grade boys and girls are allowed to participate in Shot Put. Four volunteers are assigned; a 
head judge plus 3 assistants to include recording the results and measuring the throw. Often you can get 
waiting athletes to help retrieve shots. The girls use a 6-pound shot, and boys 5th/6th grade use 6 pound; boys 
7th/8th grade use 8 pound. Athletes must exit the Shot-Put ring at the rear. Enforce safety. 
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Field Events Coordinator / Field Event Runner: 

• Is familiar in general with how each field event is run. 

• They move between field events assuring it is running smoothly, and radios announcer to make calls 
(1st call, 2nd call, and final call). 

• Ensures adequate volunteers are in place for specific jobs for the particular field event. 

• Makes decision for final call and closes the event when there are no more athletes left to compete. 

• Field event coordinator assures that completed results sheets are sent to the Data Auditors 
/ Proofreaders located by the finish line tent throughout the meet. This job component 
may also be called a “Field Event Runner.” 

 

Floater: 

Parents assigned as a “floater” will be assigned to any position as the need arises. This may be due to a 
volunteer not showing up for their assignment, or a job based on an immediate need designated by the 
coaching staff. (assisting with relays, results runner, assisting with supervision, etc.) 

 

Set-Up Shift / Assist with Relay Formation: 

The set-up crew arrives 1 hours and 15 minutes prior to the start of the meet (~7:45AM). They assist the 
coaching staff with setting up the clerk of the course, timing, and finish line areas. 
They assist with unloading the equipment from the storage area or equipment manager. Assists with 
setting up tents and tables; moves benches, etc. around as necessary. 

 

Clean-Up Shift: 

The clean-up crew typically would have this job along with assisting as a relay judge for the final meet relays 
(sprint medley, 4X400). They report to the field during the boys 200-meter race. 
They assist with putting away field event equipment, packing up tents and tables. Assist with loading the 
meet boxes and tents to either a storage area or with the equipment manager. They stay until the meet is 
concluded and all clean-up is complete. 

 

Stagers for 50 meters / 100 meters: 

(Report to 50 meter starting line following the 400-meter run) 
The Stager is responsible to assure all heats of the 50 and 100 meters are ready for the Starter just prior to 
the race. The 50- and 100-meter races typically include multiple heats. The Stager receives the athletes from 
the Shepherd, and ensures they are stationed in their assigned lanes on the track per the Clerk event sign-in 
sheet. Multiple heats will be staged on the track in preparation to ensure the heats are ready for the Starter. 

 

Volunteer Check-in: (Parish only assignment) 

Arrives early at the meet (~8:00), and checks in volunteers assigned to work the track meet. 

• Check-in consists of volunteers signing in and receiving a volunteer name label. 

• Directs volunteers to their designated areas for training prior to the start of the meet. 

• Assigns floater shifts to designated jobs based on no-shows or any need that may arise. 

• Makes sure all volunteers sign-out at the end of their shift. 

Other Misc. Job Assignments: 
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Athlete Check-in: (Parish only assignment) – Single Shift 

Arrives early at the meet (~8:00), and checks in athletes by giving them their name tag. 

• During team warm-ups, makes sure all athletes have their designated name tag. 

• Stays in the infield throughout the 4X100 relay event in case there are athletes arriving late. 

• Gives remaining athlete name tags to volunteer coordinator following the 4X100 relay. 

• Assures coaching staff are aware of who has the athlete name labels at all times. 

Announcer: 

Arrives early and becomes familiar with the facility PA system. Becomes familiar with the order of events. 
early at the meet (~8:00), and checks in athletes by giving them their name tag. 

• Gives a morning welcome and announces parishes participating. Reads the opening prayer or 
recruits an athlete to read the opening prayer. 

• Reads and maintains a call sheet for announcement of 1st, 2nd, and final call of each track & field 
event. Each event gets three calls, with time in-between. 

• Try to be about ½ event ahead of the meet to keep it moving. Calls are done by gender and a 
group of grades. 

• Keeps a walkie-talkie in possession and takes direction from the meet director for specific 
announcements. 


